Abstract-Positron emission tomography (PET) image reconstruction is highly susceptible to the impact of Poisson noise, and if shorter acquisition times or reduced injected doses are used, the noisy PET data become even more limiting. The recent development of kernel expectation maximization is a simple way to reduce noise in PET images, and we show in this paper that impressive dose reduction can be achieved when the kernel method is used with MR-derived kernels. The kernel method is shown to surpass maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) for the reconstruction of low-count datasets (corresponding to those obtained at reduced injected doses) producing visibly clearer reconstructions for unsmoothed and smoothed images, at all count levels. The kernel EM reconstruction of 10% of the data had comparable whole brain voxel-level error measures to the MLEM reconstruction of 100% of the data (for simulated data, at 100 iterations). For regional metrics, the kernel method at reduced dose levels attained a reduced coefficient of variation and more accurate mean values compared to MLEM. However, the advances provided by the kernel method are at the expense of possible over-smoothing of features unique to the PET data. Further assessment on clinical data is required to determine the level of dose reduction that can be routinely achieved using the kernel method, whilst maintaining the diagnostic utility of the scan.
processes of the brain, and therefore is widely used in Alzheimer's disease, epilepsy, and oncology. The desire to reduce the radiation dose to the patient inherently leads to lowcount measured data that has a high level of Poisson noise. The chosen reconstruction methodology is therefore key in recovering the radiotracer distribution whilst mitigating the impact of noise.
The widely used reconstruction methodology of maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) [1] reconstructs noisy emission images from noisy PET projection data. Through the maximum a posteriori expectation maximization (MAPEM) [2] , [3] , or penalized maximum likelihood [4] frameworks, prior information can be incorporated to constrain the reconstruction process. The prior information is used as a penalty term in the maximum likelihood objective, penalizing differences in the reconstructed image relative to the a priori image distribution. Multiple forms of the Gibbs-based priors have been investigated [5] , such as the quadratic prior. The prior term can be extended to enforce similarity to a prior anatomical image [6] [7] [8] which leads to improved quantitative accuracy [9] , [10] in comparison to the quadratic prior. A list of anatomically based priors is given in [11] . The advance in simultaneous PET-MR [12] systems, further harnesses anatomical information through the excellent soft tissue contrast of neurological brain regions in co-registered MR images. In [ 18 F]FDG scans the radiotracer uptake is delineated between the gray and white matter boundary, leading to similar structure in both PET and MR images. The MR-guided Bowsher prior [13] , has demonstrated improved detail recovery and noise reduction compared to MLEM and other anatomical priors [10] . An alternative to using the prior image as a penalty is to extract spatial basis functions from the image [14] for reparameterization. This can be achieved via the kernel [11] , [15] , [16] , supervoxel [17] , and dictionary-based methods [18] [19] [20] . These methods all demonstrate reduced noise and improved detail retention for shared PET-MR structures. The kernel method in particular has improved ROI quantification relative to the Bowsher method [11] , is simple to implement and has previously been employed for dynamic PET [15] , [21] , MR-guided PET [11] , [16] , fluorescence molecular tomography [22] , [23] , and diffuse optical tomography [24] .
The noise mitigating properties of the kernel method can be applied in order to either: improve reconstructed image quality for normal count levels of PET data; or reconstruct low count data to an image quality comparable to that 2469-7311 c 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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of a standard count level reconstructed image. Low count data corresponds to a reduced injected activity and hence a reduced patient dose for a fixed scan time. The ability to reduce patient dose can reduce the patients' cancer risk, the cost per scan, and would widen the demographic of healthy volunteers and patients who can undergo PET scans. Previous work in this area has investigated reduced dose (low count) PET scans with the conventional MLEM reconstruction. This was undertaken for the applications of detecting oncological lesions [25] , diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease [26] , and lung cancer screening [27] . These papers illustrate the clinical relevance of reduced dose PET scans, and the capability of reducing dose whilst maintaining diagnostic utility. The use of MAPEM anatomical regularization for the reconstruction of reduced count data has also been investigated by [28] and [29] . The kernel method provides an alternative way of using MR data for the reconstruction of reduced count PET data, with the advantage of the implementation simplicity and robustness of the EM optimization algorithm. In this paper, the impact of the kernel parameters on the reconstructed images is studied. A kernel parameter selection process is employed to achieve closer to optimal noise mitigation properties of the kernel method on real data. For the selected parameters, the kernel method is applied to low count, reduced dose data. The kernel and MLEM methods are investigated for varied count and post smoothing levels.
II. THEORY
MLEM, along with variants, such as ordered subset expectation maximisation, is the most widely used type of reconstruction algorithm in PET imaging. It is an iterative algorithm that seeks to maximize the Poisson log likelihood between the emission image (x) and the PET projection data (m)
where A is the system matrix, r is the randoms, s is the scatters, and q is the expectation of the projection data. This leads to the voxel-based update equation, where the voxel coefficients are updated at each iteration based on the ratio between the measured and expected projection data
In this notation vector by vector division and multiplication correspond to elementwise operations. Due to the ill conditioned nature of the reconstruction problem and the low count statistics present in the projected data, the unconstrained MLEM reconstruction leads to noisy reconstructed images. In practice, the reconstruction is stopped prior to convergence and post reconstruction smoothing is applied to mitigate the impact of noise. This degrades both tissue contrast and resolution. Due to MLEM's spatially variant convergence rate, early termination also leads to spatially variant regional quantification.
The kernel method [15] reparameterized the EM algorithm (KEM) into an alternative set of spatial basis functions (kernel matrix K) and coefficients (α). The standard MLEM algorithm is applied to directly find the maximum likelihood estimate of the kernel coefficients (α)
The emission image and the expected projection data are expressed in terms of these MR derived spatial basis functions
The kernel method extracts spatial information from a coregistered MR image (MR-guided kernel method [11] , [16] ) to form the basis functions. The MR image is resampled to PET resolution. The kernel basis functions are constructed by comparing the feature vector ( f ) for a given voxel ( j) to the feature vectors for all other voxels (l) within its spatial neighborhood. The feature vector f j is the intensity of the MR voxels within a cubic patch centerd on voxel j as described in [11] . For example, a feature vector f j with a patch length of 3, is a 3 × 3 × 3 cubic patch of voxels cent red on voxel j, from which a 27 × 1 vector of voxel intensities is extracted. The feature vectors were normalized by their standard deviation, where σ m ( f ) is the standard deviation for the mth element of each feature vector, over all voxels
Each basis function is further sparsified by selecting only the k most similar voxels, i.e., k feature space nearest neighbors (kNN) to contribute to the basis function. The Euclidean distance between feature vectors f j and f l (where the lth voxel lies within the neighborhood of j) is used to determine the kNN in feature space. All other voxels in the basis function are set to zero
where κ( f j , f l ) is the weighting of a neighboring voxel l in the basis function of voxel j, based on the feature and spatial similarity
where σ f and σ s refer to the feature space and spatial standard deviation, respectively. z is the position vector of the voxel. The kernel matrix is row normalized to account for the different number of basis functions each voxel contributes to. Failing to use row normalization resulted in voxels that only contribute to very few basis functions (e.g., just their own) having anomalously high or low weights.
III. PHANTOM SIMULATION
A 3-D and 2-D PET-MR phantom were constructed from the BrainWeb [30] segmented T1 MR phantom. The 3-D phantom has a grid size of 344 × 344 × 127 and voxel size 2.08626 mm×2.08626 mm×2.03125 mm, equivalent to that of the Siemens mMR scanner. A high intensity lesion was added to the PET phantom in the white matter of the frontal lobe, which was not present in the T1 image. The PET phantom was projected into sinogram space and rescaled with a total prompts count of 5 × 10 8 , and a randoms and scatter fraction of 20% each. The PET projection data of the ground truth was rescaled to 50%, 25%, 10%, 5%, and 1% of the total counts, with Poisson noise applied subsequently. Gaussian white noise was also added to the T1 MR phantom. A transverse slice of the PET-MR phantom was used to form the 2-D phantom, with the PET phantom projected into sinogram space, and rescaled to 3.3 × 10 6 counts.
IV. REAL DATA An [ 18 F]FDG scan was obtained on a Siemens biograph mMR PET-MR. The total prompt counts were 4.69 ×10 8 , with a scan duration of 23 min. The tracer activity at time of injection (81 min prior to start of image acquisition) was 229 MBq. A T1-weighted MPRAGE MR image was acquired simultaneously with the PET scan, from which the kernel basis functions were derived. The raw prompts and delays count data were randomly resampled (without replacement), producing resampled PET data from 1% to 50% of the original count level.
V. PARAMETER SELECTION
The kernel matrix is dependent on the: number of feature space nearest neighbors (k), patch size ( p), neighborhood size, spatial (σ s ), and feature vector (σ f ) standard deviation. This corresponds to a high dimensional parameter space, that is not feasible to fully search, especially for 3-D data. Prior work on the MR-guided kernel method for PET reconstruction [11] , [16] selected parameters through a combination of empirical evidence and singleparameter line searches. The kernel method has also been employed for the reconstruction of fluorescence molecular tomography [22] , [23] and diffuse optical tomography [24] , with further evaluation of the kernel parameters. Due to the lack of consensus on parameter selection for previous work on the kernel method, and the dependency of parameter choice on the application, a separate parameter search is undertaken here.
In this paper, the kernel method parameter selection was based on line searches of the parameter space using 3-D real data. The real data parameter line search was initialized with parameters that minimized the whole brain normalised root mean square error (NRMSE) for multiple random lines searches using a 2-D phantom.
For the 2-D phantom dataset a parameter line search was repeated 50 times for each parameter, with the four other fixed kernel parameters randomly selected for each repetition, Fig. 1 . Whole brain NRMSE (9) (x GT is the ground truth) was used for the kernel parameter selection, which favours suppression of noise across the entire image. The choice of whole brain NRMSE may lead to over-smoothed images, and poor recovery of features unique to the PET data. Therefore, the choice of optimization error metric is highly application dependent. Region specific error metrics of tumour NRMSE, coefficient of variation and mean are calculated in subsequent sections to show the regional smoothing, noise reduction, and quantitative effect of the kernel method. The NRMSE is given by
Due to the difference between the simulated brain phantom and real data, real 3-D PET-MR data was used for a separate parameter search. A real data 1-D line search for each of the five kernel parameters was undertaken, Fig. 2 , with each parameter updated to the value that minimized the NRMSE. If any of the chosen parameter values were changed, the line search over all five parameters would be repeated, until the chosen parameters remained unchanged. The 3-D real data line search was initialized with the simulation derived parameters. The NRMSE calculation for real data compared the kernel method applied to 1% of the FDG data, with the full count MLEM reconstruction as the ground truth, both post smoothed by 4 mm. The scope of variation in the real data reconstructed images with respect to each parameter is shown in Fig. 3 , at the maximum and minimum value of each parameter. The real data parameter search was repeated with an alternative 1% subset of the PET data, and returned the same parameters, Table I . These parameters correspond to large basis functions that supress noise, at the expense of over smoothing possible PET unique features. For implementation, the neighborhood size was reduced to 7, due to computational speed and to prevent long range voxel correlations. The number of kNNs k was used as the tuning parameter for amount of MR constraint, i.e., lower dose PET images were reconstructed with higher k value kernels.
VI. METHODS AND RESULTS
The kernel and MLEM reconstruction methods applied to reduced dose data were initially evaluated using a 3-D BrainWeb phantom at multiple count levels. The MLEM and KEM reconstructed images for the reduced count data are shown for a lesion containing slice in Fig. 4 , with no post reconstruction smoothing. The KEM and MLEM reconstructed images are evaluated in terms of whole brain and regional error metrics, for varying count levels. Fig. 5 shows the variation of the whole brain and tumor NRMSE with level of post reconstruction smoothing full width half maximum (FWHM). The MLEM reconstruction of noise free PET data at 300 iterations was used as the reference image in the calculation of NRMSE. Both the low dose reconstruction and the full dose reference image are smoothed to the level stated on the axis, prior to the NRMSE calculation. The variation in whole brain NRMSE with respect to iteration number is shown in Fig. 6 . Regional level error metrics of mean and the coefficient of variation were calculated for a region in the white matter and the right caudate, Fig. 7 . A horizontal profile through the tumor region is shown in Fig. 8 , for 100% down to 25% count levels. The low count profiles are not shown as they are dominated by noise. Reconstructed KEM image using the maximum and minimum kernel parameter value in the range of each parameter. The left image (for each parameter) corresponds to the reconstructed image using the smallest kernel parameter value in the range, and the right image is reconstructed image using the largest kernel parameter. The remaining fixed kernel parameters are the 3-D chosen parameters stated in Table I. The kernel and MLEM methods were evaluated again for real patient [ 18 F]FDG data, at multiple count levels. The reduced dose reconstructed images for the KEM and MLEM methods with no post-reconstruction smoothing are shown Table I . k value varied with count level (10, 25, 25, 50, 50, and 50, respectively). Tumor present in the PET data is not present in the T1 image. The location of the tumor is indicated by the red arrow. in Fig. 9 . The standard full dose MLEM reconstruction underwent 4 mm post reconstruction smoothing to reduce the impact of noise [12] , [31] . To match the noise level for the reduced dose images, the whole brain NRMSE between the reduced dose image and the full dose MLEM image (4 mm post reconstruction smoothed) was calculated for a series of smoothing widths applied to the reduced dose image. The smoothing width for the low dose image that minimized the NRMSE was then determined through interpolation and applied to each image, Fig. 10 .
The whole brain NRMSE deviation between the KEM or MLEM reconstruction of reduced dose data and the full dose MLEM reconstruction (at 300 iterations) is investigated ( Fig. 11 ) with respect to post reconstruction smoothing and iteration number. As before, the low dose reconstruction and the full dose MLEM reconstructions are both smoothed according to the level indicated on the axis. Fig. 12 shows the coefficient of variation versus mean values for the right caudate and a white matter region.
VII. DISCUSSION
The MLEM images of low dose data with no post reconstruction smoothing applied, Figs. 4 and 9, were highly degraded at reduced dose levels for both simulated and real PET FDG data. In comparison, the KEM images of the low dose data are visually less noisy, and retain many detailed structures present in the noise free or high count data MLEM reconstructed images. For the KEM reconstruction of the 1% data an unrealistic recovery of MR features can be seen in both the simulated and real data KEM reconstructions. The application of post reconstruction smoothing, shown in Fig. 10 , reduces the impact of noise for the low dose MLEM images, and removes the artificial looking MRI structures from the kernel images. The kernel reconstructions of low-dose data still maintain closer visual similarity to the full dose equivalent, than the corresponding MLEM reconstruction. Features, such as the caudate, putamen and thalamus are clear in the kernel method, to a reduced dose level of 5%, which is not achievable for MLEM. For the 1% kernel and MLEM reconstructions, visual differences can be seen compared to the full dose reconstruction, e.g., the increased asymmetry of the thalamus and the poor recovery of the putamen. This illustrates a potential limitation for the level of dose reduction achievable using the kernel method. For the simulated data, the KEM reconstructed image of 100% of the data provides the lowest whole brain NRMSE, Fig. 5 , irrespective of post reconstruction smoothing. The kernel reconstruction of 10% of the data has comparable whole brain NRMSE to the MLEM reconstruction of 100% of the data (for simulated data, at 100 iterations). The NRMSE of the KEM reconstructed images are also very closely grouped (between the 100%-5% dose levels), demonstrating that the kernel method is relatively insensitive to reduced dose. However, the increase in post reconstruction smoothing level unsurprisingly reduces the improvement of the kernel method over MLEM, at the expense of resolution. Similar trends are also seen for the real data NRMSE in Fig. 11 , where both the kernel method and MLEM are compared to the MLEM image of 100% dose data, Table I . k value varied with count level (10, 25, 25, 50, 50 , and 50, respectively). at 300 iterations. In Fig. 11 , the NRMSE curves for the kernel reconstructed images are also tightly grouped as was the case for the simulated data. The use of the MLEM reconstructed image of 100% data as the real data reference image in the NRMSE calculation, makes it unfair to directly compare the KEM and MLEM NRMSE values. This is particularly true for high count levels, and for low levels of post reconstruction smoothing, where the MLEM reconstructed images will inherently be more like the chosen reference image. For these cases, the simulated data provide a more reliable assessment of the performance of the different methods. Fig. 6 (a) and (b) showed the variation of the KEM and MLEM whole brain NRMSE curves with respect to iteration number, with the minimum kernel NRMSE value outperforming the minimum MLEM NRMSE value for a given count level. MLEM shows a steep rise in NRMSE values at high iteration numbers, in comparison the KEM NRMSE values at high iteration numbers remain closer to their minimum value. This indicates the kernel method's relative insensitivity to iteration number (for high count data). For reconstructed images of lower count data, the minimum NRMSE value occurs at earlier iteration numbers. Fig. 6(c) and (d) show that the kernel method tends to converge faster than the MLEM reconstruction for the same count data, with the kernel method for any count level (except 1% data), converging at a similar rate.
The kernel method is outperformed by the MLEM reconstruction of the high intensity lesion in the simulated data, in terms of NRMSE and visually. Fig. 8 showed the suppression of the tumor region reconstructed by the kernel method (at all count levels) in comparison to the MLEM method. The MLEM reconstructions of this region are also impacted by noise at lower count levels, and are therefore not shown. This agrees with the findings of [11] and demonstrates a clear limitation in the MR-guided kernel method in the recovery of features unique to the PET data.
The regional error metrics also show a clear reduction in noise (coefficient of variation) for the KEM reconstruction of both simulated and real data, as was seen in Figs. 7 and 12, respectively. For the right caudate, the KEM mean values of the reduced dose simulated data are shown to be closer to the true value compared to MLEM at reduced doses. There is a similar pattern between the simulated and real data curves, from which it can be inferred that the KEM mean values of the reduced dose real data are closer to the true mean value for the right caudate region. For real data, the KEM mean value of the right caudate for the different dose level reconstructed images (5%-100%) are within 5.7% of one another. For the white matter region, the KEM mean values for real data are also closely grouped within 5.9% of one another, between the 100% and 5% data levels. This demonstrates the minimal impact of dose reduction on the quantitative reconstruction values of the kernel method.
VIII. LIMITATIONS
The kernel method has demonstrated improvements in the reconstruction of low dose data from both a visual and quantitative standpoint. However, although visually little impact is seen in the kernel reconstruction of reduced dose data (down to 5%), small deviations in the NRMSE values for the real data reconstructions are seen for all reduced count levels. The impact of the slight variation in the KEM reconstruction of the reduced dose data should be assessed by a clinician, to determine to what count level the low count kernel images remain diagnostically comparable to the full count reconstructions.
In addition, the MR-guided kernel method is adversely affected through incorrect anatomical guidance, as shown here and in [11] . The robustness of the kernel method has been demonstrated to some extent by Baikejiang et al. [23] , but incorrect anatomical guidance still leads to evident visual blurring. The kernel method can be susceptible to the following forms of anatomical misguidance at any given region in the image: 1) a PET feature that is not present in the MR; 2) an MR feature that is not present in the PET; and 3) features in both the PET and MR which do not match. These three cases are now considered in turn.
A PET feature that is not present in the MR leads to suppression of the PET unique feature by the kernel method. Choosing parameters that result in smaller basis functions will reduce the suppression of such features, but at the expense of increased noise. Similarly, for penalized methods (e.g., the Bowsher prior), the over-smoothing of PET unique features can be reduced through varying the hyper parameter value. In both cases, reducing the influence of the anatomical image reduces the noise suppression properties.
A MR feature that is not present in the PET, will have only a limited impact on the KEM reconstruction method. MR features which are not present in the PET data will lead to inappropriate PET basis functions, the coefficients for these basis functions are estimated from the PET data only. Therefore, provided such basis functions are located within homogeneous regions of the PET image, the additional MR features will not have an adverse impact on the reconstructed PET image. Similarly, for penalized methods, mismatching MR features will just cause constrained regions of smoothing in homogeneous PET regions.
Finally, for the case of PET and MR features that do not match, the PET data will be blurred by the MR-shaped basis functions. This issue can again be mitigated through the selection of parameters that produce small, compact basis functions, which can represent unique PET features.
To extend the kernel method to other applications, such as oncology and non-FDG tracers would require these issues to be addressed.
IX. CONCLUSION
To summarize, the kernel method shows clear improvement in the retention of detail and reduction of noise for reduced dose reconstructions in comparison to MLEM. The kernel reconstruction of 10% of the data had comparable whole brain NRMSE to the MLEM reconstruction of 100% of the data (for simulated data, at 100 iterations). For regional metrics, the kernel method at reduced count levels (corresponding to reduced dose levels) attained a reduced coefficient of variation and more accurate mean values compared to MLEM. For real data, the KEM mean value of the right caudate for the different dose level reconstructed images (5%-100%) are within 5.7% of one another. Although reconstruction of reduced dose data with the kernel method leads to reduced noise and close quantitative correspondence to the full dose reconstruction, further assessment on clinical data is required to determine the level of dose reduction that can be routinely achieved whilst maintaining the diagnostic utility of the scan.
